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Combing Fatty Acids at 102

Sharon Brooks
Sr. Sales Consultant, ISF Sign Specialists
sbrooks@isfsigns.com

Even in the middle of what some would call rural America (the Midwest), we are
collaborating with really brilliant and extraordinarily creative people daily here in our fab
shop. Last week a fellow colleague and client wrote on his Instagram "new level of
intimidation- when an artist has to draw architectural renderings for an architectural
project with an architectural firm...I feel doomed" - of course this led to an outpouring
of support from his fans with comments like; "You got this," "ain't no shame in trying,"
and my favorite, "dancing with the devil!"

When I was asked to write for this issue of the SEGD blog, I thought about my previous
blogs, as it was suggested I follow "that" style of writing and subject matter. My
previous blogs were inspired by motivation found within our own design community.
Lately I have been looking a little beyond the obvious in my own professional
development. I admit, I still read every post on our SEGD Listserve because I continue
to be amazed at the willingness to share ideas from our knowledgeable community.
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As an artist, I am often asked if I paint for a living. (I don't obviously or I would not be
writing this blog.) But the thought has entered my mind a time or two. I know the
tradeoff would be immense. My ability to communicate daily with others from all
professions would significantly be reduced. My cats would have to fill that gap.

I have an interest in learning from you. I want you to share your passions and ideas
with me. There is no better place to be than working to help you find answers and
solutions. When we collaborate on this level, my expectation is that we will make great
things together. This, I believe, is true for most all of us in this industry.

Just like the fabricators on our shop floor learning to operate new equipment, our role of
development must be continual. I have been reading so many blogs lately on theory. I'm
not sure how this has become an interest but there is probably a theory on that too. My
most recent favorite was about color - specifically Chevreul's chart. Chevreul was a
French chemist whose work with fatty acids led to early applications in the field of art.
Chevreul lived to 102.

As my title at my job now indicates (Sr.) Sales Consultant, I have come to accept that
my younger counterparts and colleagues have much more opportunity to learn and
experience than I ever have had. That being said, I am just now beginning to realize
how much more I can learn when I seek out the opportunities. Perhaps it's the wisdom-
with-age thing that allows the mind to be open to new concepts, conversations, or
commitments.

My friend who was nervous to sketch last week for his fellow architects: rest easy. I
assure you there is no greater story than your own. I will stand beside you and tell you
to raise your hand first, put yourself out there and give what you can to others - minus
the fear. I wonder if Chevreul was afraid of sharing his thoughts about fat or knew so
many years later that people would be interested? If I make it to 102, I hope I will still
have the energy to chat with you about your passions. I can assure you I will still be
motivated to create. Remember there are great things that come from collaboration and
motivation. We must keep growing no matter our stage and not let fear (or fat) stand in
our way.

 

What's on your mind? Have you recently learned something new? We'd love to hear your
voice on our blog!
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